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Relief, at last, from
nightmare next door

U.S. Treasury Secretary
Steven Mnuchin

Nations
of G20
yield on
US trade
Treasury secretary says
Trump officials want
to examine agreements
By DAVID MCHUGH
ASSOCIATED PRESS
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GARBAGE-STREWN YARD: Homeowner John Vincent sifts through items Monday in the backyard of his condemned Richmond Drive home in Santa Rosa. On Monday,
the city installed a 6-foot chain-link fence with a padlock to keep Vincent and all others out after suing Vincent for creating a public nuisance.

Home shuttered by city after decades of drug use, fights, thievery, trash
By JULIE JOHNSON
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

T

he homes of Richmond Drive are framed
with cheery pink camellia bushes and
boxwood hedges in a neighborhood tucked
away on the northern edge of the Santa Rosa
Junior College campus.
It’s a neighborhood of roofers, winemakers
and social workers; they are nurses and teachers,
people who work at delis and hardware stores;
those spending their golden years where they
raised their children.
And they’ve felt under siege for decades.
Toward the western end of the two-block street
of modest single-story homes, 550 Richmond
Drive stands out for the grime, the garbage and
the troubled people in orbit around the house
owned by the Vincent family since the neighborhood was built in the 1950s. The home has been a
refuge for drug users, thieves and lost souls since
the mid-1980s, police and city records show.
Neighbors talk about finding human waste in
their yards like it’s a regular feature of suburban
life. They trade stories of calling police about
people passed out in the grass outside their
windows, the frightening late-night fights and
the break-ins. A neighbor once drove across town
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“I understand
the neighbors
are concerned,
but I didn’t hear
anyone from my
house threaten
my neighbors.”
JOHN VINCENT, owner of a

INSIDE

DRUG PARAPHERNALIA: A needle sits amid the debris
Monday in the backyard of the condemned Richmond Drive
home owned by Vincent.

Duck-walking musician
helped define rock’s spirit
BY JON PARELES
NEW YORK TIMES

Guitarist and singer Chuck Berry, known for
his songs “Johnny B. Goode” and “Roll Over
Beethoven,” died Saturday at age 90.
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Richmond Drive home that
had become a haven for drug
users, thieves and others

CHUCK BERRY » 1926-2017
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BADEN-BADEN, Germany —
The world’s top economic powers dropped a pledge to oppose
trade protectionism amid pushback from the Trump administration, which wants trade to
more clearly benefit American
companies and workers.
Finance
ministers
from
the Group of
20
countries INSIDE
meeting in the ■ New poll
southern Ger- finds majority of
man town of millennials view
Baden-Baden Donald Trump
issued a state- as an illegitimate
ment Saturday president / A9
that said only ■ Notices show
that countries Trump adminis“are working to tration wants to
strengthen the build a 30-foot-tall
contribution of border wall / A9
trade” to their
■ Hearing for
economies.
Trump’s Supreme
By compariCourt nominee
son, last year’s
Neil Gorsuch
meeting called
will reflect the
on them to rebrutal politics of a
sist “all forms”
polarized era / B1
of protectionism, which can include border
tariffs and rules that keep out
imports to shield domestic companies from competition.
The statement from the G20
finance ministers and central
bankers helps set the tone for further global economic cooperation.
U.S. Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin, taking part in
his first international meeting
since being sworn in, sought to
downplay the wording issue. He
said that the statement needed
to reflect the discussion at the
current summit. “The histori-

Chuck Berry, who with his indelible guitar licks, brash self-confidence and memorable songs that defined rock ’n’ roll’s potential and attitude in its early years, died
Saturday. He was 90.
The St. Charles County Police Department in Missouri confirmed his death on
its Facebook page. The department said
it responded to a medical emergency, and
he was declared dead after lifesaving measures were unsuccessful.
While Elvis Presley was rock’s first pop

star and teenage heartthrob, Berry was
its master theorist and conceptual genius,
the songwriter who understood what the
kids wanted before they knew themselves.
With songs like “Johnny B. Goode” and
“Roll Over Beethoven,” he gave his listeners more than they knew they were getting
from jukebox entertainment.
His guitar lines wired the lean twang
of country and the bite of the blues into
phrases with both a streamlined trajectory and a long memory. And tucked into the
lighthearted, telegraphic narratives that
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GET READY FOR SUMMER:

Families can get a jump
on planning for camps and
more with the North Bay
Summer Guide included
with today’s newspaper.
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